
BASIC TACTICS FOR THE NEW GAMER 

It is evident that wargaming is a rapidly 
growing hobby. Some newcomers are able to 
develop tactics readily. whereas other 
initially have trouble forming and applying 
appropriate tactics. This article is meant not 
only to welcome the newcomers, but also to 
as ' ist them in developing a tactical 
"repetoire ... 

Of all the games from which the examples for 
this article could have been drawn, the Blue 
& Gray QuadriGame was chosen for two good 
reasons: First, \.his series is designed for 
simplicity in play. There are few complica
tions to befuddle the newcomer; second. the 
tactics are as important and as applicable in 
this series as they are in any other wargame. 
Hence. a firm grounding in sound tactics in 
the Blue & Gray QuadriGame is generally 
applicable to other wargames. 

To avoid overwhelming the newcomer with a 
myriad of ideas, strategic considerations 
have been left out so that tactical considera· 
tions could be studied in detail. Numerical 
superiority while attacking and three basic 
tactics are the core of this article. 

Numerical Superiority: 
Perhaps the fiIst problem that a wargamer 
has. is not having enough strength in an 
attack. There is no surer way to success than 
being the strongest where your opponent is 
the weakest, but what is exactly "enough 
strength?" A quick look at the Combat 
Results Table reveals that at six-to-one odds 
the defending units are very likely to be 
eliminated (De) or retreated (Dr). At one-to
five odds the attacking units are the ones that 
may be eliminated (Ae) or retreated (Ar). 
Between these extremes there is a graded 
range of possibilities. It is recommended that 
the warga mer accept nothing less and 
nothillg more than three to olle (3: 1) combat 
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odds in an attack, unless he needs to make a 
"diversionary attack" (then anything will 
do). 

Though wargamers may argue with the 
specifics. the following is the rationale 
behind the 3:1 guideline. Low odds, i.e .. two 
to one, one to one, and less. have a large 
element of chance, i.e .• there is always a pos
sibility that your attacking units may be 
retreated (AI') which would foil your attack 
and other plans. An important battle should 
never be allowed to hinge on the cast of the 
die; hence. 3: 1 combat odds are necessary be· 
cause they remove any chance of an attacker 
retreat (Ar). All results benefit the attacker. 

Odds higher than 3:1. i.e.. four-to-one, 
five-to· one and six-to-one. should be avoided 
for the following reasons. It is often very 
difficult \0 achieve six-to-one odds. Many 
units are often required to achieve such a 
ratio. It would be better to use all those units 
to make two 3:1 attacks than one 6:1 attack. 
The tactics (which we ' ll come to) obviate the 
need for such a large attack. Though 4:1 and 
5:1 combat odd are not bad, their main 
fault is that the number of exchanges (Ex) is 
twice that in a 3: 1 attack. Though an 
exchange eliminates the defender, unfortu
nately. in the process your attacking units are 
also whittled away. Again, the tactics shown 
only require a 3: 1 and, hence, tend to 
preserve your units longer t.han your 
opponent's units. 

At this point. some wargameIs back off and 
revolt at the idea that one must count 
Strength Points to get good odds, rather than 
"just playing" and "just attacking." Some 
think that it's abistorical to become a 
fiendish mathematician. First, let's reply 
that, in reality, generals use reconnaisance to 
find out the strength of the enemy. Once a 

Probability Ratios (Odds) 
Die Attacker's Strength to Defender's Strength Die 
Roll 1-5 1-4 1-3 1-2 1-} 2-1 3-1 4-1 5-1 6-1 RoD 

I Ar Ar Dr Dr Dr Dr De De De De 1 

2 Ar Ar AI Dr Dr Dr Dr Dr De De 2 

3 Ar Ar Ar Ar Dr Dr Dr Dr Dr De 3 
4 Ae Ar Ar At Ar Dr Dr Dr Dr Dr 4 

5 Ae Ae Ar AI' Ar Ar Dr Ex Ex Dr 5 

6 Ae Ae Ae Ae Ar Ar Ex Ex Ex Ex 6 

Attacks executed at greater than 6-1 are treated as 6·1; attacks executed at 
worse t han 1-5 are treated as 1-S. 

good strength estimate is obtained, generals 
then can mass enough troops to be successful 
with their attack. They certainly don't want 
to lose by attacking with insufficient force. 
Secondly, if your opponent is dumb enough 
to leave a weakness in his line, then by all 
means exploit it. Remember that he will be 
trying to exploit your situation. 

In order to condense as much information as 
possible into the article, the following 
procedure is used for all examples. First, the 
game is stated; then only the participating 
units of the attacker are given. and then the 
participating units of the defender are stated. 
When a unit is being referred to, its 
numerical strength is given. then its type, Hi" 
for infantry, "a" for artillery, HC" for cavalry, 
and then its hex number. Example, 5i(0101) 
is referring to one infantry unit with a 
strength of five which is placed at hex 
number 0101. If that unit is moved then its 
starting hex number is given first, followed 
by a hyphen and then the final hex number. 
Example. 3a(0101-0105) is referring to one 
artillery unit of a strengtll of three starting 
from hex number 0101. and moving to hex 
number 0105. Always take the path of least 
resistance when moving the unit. The unit's 
designation serves no purpo e to the 
examples and. hence, is never referred to. All 
the examples occur from the initial set up of 
a game and, therefore, if you want to follow a 
particular unit , then, by aU means, set up the 
units by their designation. 

The Frontal Assault: 
The game for this example is Shiloh. The 
Confederate Player is the attacker and the 
participa ting uni ts are 9i(0616-0915), 
la(0617-0916), and 7i(0718-lOt5). The Union 
Player is the defender and the participating 
units are set up as follows: 5i(0914} and 

EXPLANATION OF COMBAT RESULTS 

Ae = Attacker Eliminated. All Atlacking units are 
eliminated (remove from lhe map). 
De = Defender ElimInated. All Defending units 
are eliminated. 
Ex = Excbange. All Defending units are elimi-
naled. The Attacking Player must eliminate 
Attacking units whose total. printed (face value) 
Combat Strength at least equals the lotal printed 
Combat Strengths of the eliminated Defending 
units. Only units which participated in a particular 
attack may be so eliminated. 
Ar = Attacker Retreats. All Attacking 'units must 
retreat one hex (see 7.7). 
Dr = 'Defender Retreats. All Defend ing units must 
retreat one hex. 
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Si(lOI4). Set up and follow [his example on 
your map. The Confederate 9i(091S) and 
7i(10IS) are making a frontal attack on the 
Union Si(1014); the combat odds for this 
at1ack are 3: 1. Any combat result is 
favorable for the Confederate Player. Either 
the Union Si will be pushed back or it will be 
eliminated. Whichever the result, one of the 
Confederate units. either the 9i or the 7i, 
should advance into the vacated hex (rule 
7.1). 

The Confederate la(0916) is very important 
because it is executing a diversionary attack 
(rule 7.5). Notice lhat if the Confederate la 
were not available. then the Confederate 
9i(0915) would have to make a fronta.1 attack 
on the Union Si (09]4) at one·to·one combat 
odds. Since the Confederate 1a (0916) has a 
line of sight (rule B.3) to the Union Si(0914), 
and because the artillery unit is mahng the 
diversionary at1ack , this tactic permits the 
Confederate 9i to concentrate its streng1h 
together with the Confederate 7i to make a 
frontal attack on one of the Union units. 
Since tbe Confederate artillery unit is not 
adjacent, it will receive no harmful effects 
from a bad combat result , see rule 8.15. 

In this parlicular position, this frontal attack 
is not very important because no important 
piece of ground (hex) has been gained nor is 
there any guarantee lhat any Union units will 
be eliminated. The importance of this 
example, however, is that it reveals several 
basic points: 

a) The attacker concentrated sufficient 
strength (3: 1 combat odds) against a 
defending unit to guarantee its retreat; after 
pushing it back. an attacking unit is 
advanced into the hex. These two statements 
summarize the funclion of the frontal attack. 

b) The attacker also used artillery as a diver· 
sionary attack. If there was no diversionary 
attack. then the attacker would have been 
forced (rule 7.11) to execute two ]:1 combat 
odds· the Confederate 9i{091S) vs. the Union 
Si(0914) and the Confederate 7i(1014) 
respectively. These attacks wou ld havc been 
less desireable. The example presented ShOVlrS 

a well executed attack combining the above 
elements - a frontal attack with good odds 
(3:]) and a diversionary attack to assist the 
frontal attack. 

The FJallk AI/ack 

The frontal assault is rather simple, i.e. , just 
bring your units up to your opponent's units 
and attack. This next tactic, the flank attack, 
is no more complex, but it does require some 
careful thought. The function of the flank 
attack is to eliminate an isolated unit , by 
means of culling off its retreat. 3: 1 combat 
odds on a unit which cannot retreat will 
guarantee its elimination. 

Let's look at an example. The game is 
Cem€lery Hill . The attacking side is again 
the South. The Confederate units are 
11 i(1606· 1108), lOi(lIOS·1106). 14i(090S· 
1006). and 4a(0904·0706). The defending 
Union units are 9i(1107) and 11i(0907). 
The purpose of the Confederate 4a(0706) 
is used as a diversionary attack on the Union 
lli(0907). Though the combat odds are 1:3 
(i.e .. very bad), no harm will come to the 
Confederate artillery unit because it is not 
adjacent to the defending unit. the Union lli 
(rule B.1S). In this case. the diversionary 
attack permits the Confederate 14i(1006) to 
join with the lOi(l1 06) and lli(1108) in 
attacking the Union 9i(1107). The combat 
odds are 35 to 9 or 3:1. 

At 3: 1 there are four possibilities for a 
defender relreat (Dr). Noti e thaI completely 
surrounding the Union 9i(l107) are the 
Zones of Control of Confederate units . There 
is no hex adjacent to hex 1107 which does not 
also overlap with a controlled hex from a 

Confederate unit. Since the Union 9i unit 
may not retreat as a result of combat into an 
enemy (Confederate) controlled hex (rule 
7.72), the Union 9i unit is eliminated. Hence, 
not only will an "Ex" or "De" eliminate the 
Union 9i , but also the "Dr" combat result; 
thus, no matter what the result is. the Union 
9i is eliminated by a 3: 1 attack. As is seen , 
higher combat odds are not needed. Any 
units in excess of a 3: 1 at1ack can be used to 
make other attacks . 

The points to learn are broken down as 
follows: 

a) The flank attack is llsed to eliminate an 
enemy unit by completely surrounding it with 
Zones of Control; hence , move your units so 
Lhat they are on opposite sides of the 
defending unit - compare the positions of 
the Confedera Ie lOi(l106) to the Con'federate 
lli(1108); they are on opposite sides of 1l1e 
Union 9i(l107). 

b) Whenever necessary, use a diversionary 
attack n an enemy unit to enable your units 
to concentrate on the defending unit. Test 
yourself with this question : The Confederate 
units - lli(l304). lOi(I 105). and l1i(1606)
can execute a flank attack on the Union 
9i(l306). How can the Confederate Player do 
it'! I n this case no diversionary attack is 
needed. Why,? 

c) Use 3:] combat odds in your altack. 3: I 
combat odds are the best for the following 
reasons - if 2: 1 combat odds are used. there 
is a chance that the defending unit may not 
be eliminated ; if the attacking Player rolls a 
"5" or a "6" on the die (Ar), the flank attack 
is foiled . At 4: 1 or 5: 1 ihere are two 
possibilities of "Ex"; it is preferable not to 
lose your units while attacidng your oppo· 
nent's units. No need to risk an "Ex." At 6:1. 
too many units are being used . Use those 
units in excess of 3:1 to make hllo flank 
attacks at 3:1 rather than one flank attack at 
6:1. You'll elinJinale more units this way. 

Flallk ·{()·Frnll( A (tack 

Often. a Player does not let his units get 
isolated as shown in the previous example. 
but rather groups them into a line. When a 
Player properly deploys his units, a frontal 
assault , as explained in the first example. is 
often the only possible attack . But there is a 
way whereby the attacking Player can 
combine the best concepts of both the frontal 
assault with flank attack \0 eliminate a 
defendiJlg unil. Such a powerful combination 
is known as the flank·to-front atta('k , which 
is ollr next tactical example . 

The flank·to · (mnt altack combines elements 
of pushing units back and (by advance after 
combat) surrounding a unit which is to be 
eliminated. Hence. there can be a eertain air 
of false security by bunching together 
carelessly your units. 

Alllielam serves as the setting for this tactical 
example. The attacking side is the Union. 
The participating Union units are 4i(0806· 
080B). Si(100B·0808). 4i(0907·0909), 6i(1204· 
0909). 4i(1106·IOO9), 4i(l107· 111O). 4i(1206· 
1110) and Sa(lSI3). Defending units are 3i 



(0809), 3i(09iO), 3i(lOIO), and 2i(iOiO). The 
Union unils can attack each Confederate unit 
at3: 1, but (he way in which the Union Player 
will attack will guarantee the elimination of 
the 3i(0910). Let's go through this example 
slowly to find out how. 

The foll owing point is very important for lhe 
Hank·ta-front attack to be' successful. The 
ordcr in which a Player resolves his attacks is 
crucial. The key is that the flanks should 
advance first in order to surround a unit. 
Then the frontal assault should be made. 
lefs follow the example to see how the 
Union Player does his attacks . 

First. nolice that the Union 5i and 4i(0808) 
('an a (lack the Confederate 3i(0809) at 3: 1 
combat oclds. This attack is a pure frontal 
assault. Its only purpose is to punch back the 
Confederate unit in order to gain the hex 
0809. Say the die roll was a " 3" - a "Dr." The 

defending 3i could not retreat to hex 0910 or 
0709 because the Union units' Zones of 
Control extend into those hexes. Because hex 
0809 is now vacated as a result of the Union 
att ack , the Union Player exercises his right to 
advance one unit. say the 5i(0809), into the 
hex 0809 (ru le 7,75). The purpose of the 
advance is very important, as will be seen. 
Now attention shifts to the Confederate units 
3i and 2i(101O). Again , this attack is another 
frontal assau1t. Because of the Union 
4i(lOO9), 4iOUO). 4i(] 110) and 5a(1513) (see 
rule 19.0 in the Alltietam Exclusive Rules as 
to why the Union 5a can participate in this 
attack). the Union Player has achieved 3: 1 
combat odds against the combined defense 
of the Confederate 3i and2i(1010). Again, no 
matter what the result is, it will be favorable 
for the Union Player. Suppose there was a die 
roll of "2" (Dr). Both Confederate units must 
retreat a hex. but suppose they both retreat 

to hex 1011. Regardless of the diIection of 
the retreat , the Union Player exercises his 
option of rule 7.75 by advancing anyone of 
the Union units , for instance a 4i, into the 
vacant hex 1010. 

Let us pause now to consider the ituation. 
What has happened is that two successful 
frontal assaults have pushed back Confeder
ale units. All that has been gained is ground, 
i.e .. two hexes, and two Union units have 
advanced into them. Notice that those Union 
units which had advanced after combat [the 
5i(0809) and the 4i(101OJ are on opposite 
sides of the Confederate 3i(0910). Notice that 
this position closely resembles the position 
explained under the flank attack. Granted 
that tbose two Union units. the 5i and 4i, 
cannot a ttack again. but that is not why they 
are so important. Notice that those two 
Union units "flank" the Confederate 
3i(091O) such that aLI its surrounding hexes 
are now covered by Union Zones of Control. 
The coup d 'gras now is the frontal assault on 
the Confederate 3i(09IO). 

The Union 6i and 4i(0909) attack the 
Confederate 3i(091O) at 3: 1 combat odds. 
Since the surrounding hexes of the 
Confederate unit , 3i(0910). are covered by the 
Union Zones of Control which prohibit 
retreat (rule 7.72). the Confederate unit is 
elimillaTed . The die is rolled only to 
determine if there is an exchange (Ex). 

The important points are summarized : 

a) Use good combat odds . 3:1, to guarantee 
that an enemy unit will be pushed back (Dr) 
by means of frontal attacks. 

b) By means of frontal attacks, let the units 
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on the ends attack first and then use rule 
7.75 to advance after combat in order to 
nank a unit. Remember that flanking an 
enemy unit means that two of your units 
must be on opposite sides of the enemy unit 
in order to prevent it from re treating. 

c) Once both units on the flanks have 
adva nced, resolve the center frontal assault 
to eliminate the defending unit. The name, 
flank -Io-front assault, indicates the proper 
order to resolve the three attacks - first. 

FOR THE DEFENSE 
In the BIlle & Gray game system (and in 
almost aU game systems having advance· 
after-combat and Zones of Control) there 
is a basic defensive doctrine which 
should be followed with virtually reli ' 
gious zeal. It is : the defensive line should 
be as straight as possible, running with 
the "grain" of the hex pattern. and there 
should be one vacant hex between each 
defensive position. 

OPTIMUM DEFENSIVE LINE 

The advantages of such an arrangement 
are these: 
1. No unit can be surrounded when a 
part of such a defense (neither in the 
Enemy Movement Phase nor by advance 
after combat). 

2. There are only two hexes from which 
any po ilion in such a tine may be 
attacked. 

3. The line is the most economical use of 
units consistent with good defensive 
coverage. 

4. If an Enemy unit succeeds in 
advancing into one of the positions in the 
line, it is relatively easy to counterattack 
such an exposed unit and regain the line 
(there is also a good chance that the 
advanced Enemy unit can be surrounded 
and destroyed). 

THE LEAST DESIRABLE DEFENSE 
The least desirable defense is one in 
which there are two vacant hexes 
between each defensive position in the 
line. This type of line allows the units to 
be easily surrounded (by three or more 
attackers) and destroyed . Such a position 
is easily shattered and difficult to retake. 

both the outer attacks and then the center 
attack, as explained by the example. 
The tactics discussed so far are basic to 
almost all wargames. To gain the most use 
from thi~ article, concentrate on one tactic at 
a time during a game, Let the other tactics 
fall into place as you play. Next time you 
play. concentrate on a different tactic. Go 
over your play with your opponent to discuss 
your strengths and weaknesses. Discuss what 
type of tactics served best and when. 
Gradually your tactics will improve . •• 

THE SECOND LEAST 
DESIRABLE DEFENSE 

It is also not desirable to defend in a 
"packed" line, i.e., one in which all of 
the defending units are adjacent to each 
other. This wastes units, and, more 
importantly. allows the attacker to make 
front-to-flank attacks (see main text). 

DEFENDING AGAlNST THE GRAIN 

When defending on a line situation 
against the grain of the hexagon grid. the 
units should be positioned in a manner 
similar to the optimum defense. i.e .. with 
a single hex between each. Because of the 
geometry of the hex grid. the attacker 
will be able to attack any particular uni t 
from three hexes. 

As an alternative to a simple straight line 
against the grain , the Player may wish to 
"refuse" the flanks of every other unit , 
making these forward positions the 
strongest unit or stack of units. This 
makes the line strongest in the areas 
where the Enemy can be the strongest 
(i.e .. the only hexes against which three 
attaCking groups can bear are those 
containing the strongest defending 
units). 

Players shou ld note that these defen ive 
formations are idealized and do not take 
into account local terrain variations 
which may force upon the Player less 
orthodox defensive deployments. 

Designer's N otes I,onr ;nu~dfram page J) 

capabilities. It should be noted that based 
upon our conversations with the Army R&D 
people (mostly combat experienced), the U.S. 
Army, in general . has a very healthy respect 
for the Russians, and appears to have no 
consuming desire to get into a war with them . 
This attitude is interesting in that a soldier is 
more or less damned if he does and damned 
if he doesn't. If the Russians are built up to 
be supermen. someone might say. " well , the 
Army is just trying to get more weapons and 
a bigger appropriation ." If the Russians, on 
the other hand. are played down as a bunch 
of bumbling incompetents. one can say that 
the Army is being unrealistic in evaluating a 
potential enemy. Whatever the outcome of 
the project, the results will be available to 
soldier and civilian alike, This. in itself. is 
rather unusual in that we can think of no 
other Army training device that was ever 
relea ed simultaneously to the military and 
to a largely civilian audience. It should prove 
interesting. And we are always willing to try 
anytlUng interesting at least once. 

FIREFIGHT I: DEVELOPMENT STAGES 

Stage I - The basic introductory level game to 
include the rules covering movement. combat. 
sequence of play, victory conditions, as well as 
description of the playing map and the playing 
pieces. The map itself will be 8" x 10" using 16 
millimeter hexes; the scale will be assumed to 
be companies of leg infantry, two ki lometer 
hexes and twelve hour turns. 

Stage /I - This stage will introduce all the 
rules required for zoe. These Zones will be 
assumed to be semi-active rigid. 

Stage III - This stage will include the intro
duction of stacking ru les. Stacking will be two 
high. 

Stage IV - This stage will include the intro
duction of effects of terrain on movement and 
combat. In Stage I, of course. terrain either 
allowed you to go into a hex or not to enter it . 

Stage V - This stage will introduce ranged 
fire . This will also include opportunity fire, as 
well as yet to be developed ru les for suppres
sive fire . 

Of course. we are aware of the continuing 
controversy in our reader·constituency over 
our "involvement" with any government! 
army projects (see the article "A Blatantly 
Subjective Evaluation" in this issue). We 
encourage this debate. We don't believe SPI 
will be "compromised" in any way by doing 
Firefigltt. As our long-term readers know , 
SPI has a habit of being almost painfully 
honest and telling our readers and customers 
more than they probably want to know, 
particularly about business and "policy" 
matters . At the risk of boring you. we'll 
continue to do this throughout and beyond 
our work on this project. 
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